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EVALUATION FORM

Participant Information:
☐ Principal ☐ District-level Administrator
☐ Instructional Coach - 9 ☐ Classroom Teacher - 8
☐ Other, please specify:

Please rate the following from 1 (low) to 5 (high):

A. The information presented in this session was pertinent to me. 4.6
B. The presentation matched the description and my expectations. 4.6
C. The presenters’ skill enhanced the presentation. 4.9
D. The length and pacing of the workshop was appropriate. 4.7
E. The videos and activities helped us accomplish the session objectives. 4.6
F. I will use information/strategies I learned in this presentation in my work. 4.7

Comments from Participants:
- Great presentation! Very helpful for getting ideas for this next school year. This was extremely useful. Thank you!
- Thoroughly enjoyed pace and humor of presentation. Videos very helpful, current experiences shared extremely beneficial, insights into pitfalls or challenges appreciated.
- Very practical information. I look forward to learning more.
- Thanks for your authenticity and humor.
- Loved it – wish it was longer! Would be great to have time built in to talk with my principal during the workshop to do some of our own specific application planning of this work.
- Excellent workshop! No doubt it will get smoother and smoother. You might really want to advertise it to coach/principal teams. Thank you!
- Excellent!
- Excellent presentation that uses the same strategies expected in an expert teacher. Tie ‘3 look-fors’ to each video presentation for maximum impact and focus.
- I would love to know more about setting up PLCs and that component of the teacher relationship. Thanks for your reflective practice and sharing of these key components of improving teacher reflective practice! Excellent!